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 Turn drone to bike

Item# 17008

WARNING: All instructions and warnings must be strictly observed. Improper disposal of polymer
batteries may lead to: Fire accidents, physical injuries, or property loss.

 
1.  Adult supervision required to handle lithium battery and charger.
2. If you notice the battery bulge at any time, stop using this product immediately. If you continue to 
     use a bulging battery, it may cause a fire accident.
3. Store batteries in dry places with room temperature.
4. Do not leave battery exposed under direct sun light. This may cause damage to the battery and 
     it can also cause a fire accident.     it can also cause a fire accident.
5. Do not charge battery with other chargers. Only use the desiganted charging USB cable to charge.
6. Keep battery and product away from chemicals.
7. Avoid contact with water. This product is not water-proof. Water vapor can also cause damage to
    the product. 

Open battery compartments 
on the back of remote
using a Phillips screwdriver. 
Insert 4 AA batteries 
(not included) 
inaccordance to polarity 
symbols (+),(-).symbols (+),(-).

Each blade/wheel has A1, A or B1, B mark. When switching modes, please install the
correct one in conjunction to its symbol. To install the wheels, align the triangle mark 
and the center axis of the main body. Once aligned, install the wheel in the direction of 
the arrow and align them with the gear.

To switch modes from Drone to Bike, make 
sure the drone is off. Gently pull off the four 
blades out of the aircraft. 

Fold the two legs of the aircraft inward.

To install the charged battery, open the 
battery compartment at the bottom of the 
fuselage. Gently insert and connect the
battery cable with dock. Close the battery 
compartment.

Once the charged battery is in, turn on the 
power button above the aircraft. The light 
will turn red. Aim the remote and
move joystic up to pair aircraft with the 
remote. Once paired, the light will turn green
and you will have flight control. 
(see back pg for controls)(see back pg for controls)

Once you have installed all four wheels, fold the sides of the vehicle inward and connect
the wheels to each other. Once folded the bike should be ready to go.

TURN PAGE OVER FOR CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS.


